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Abstract: Cognitive networks are a promising solution for the control of heterogeneous optical networks. We review their fundamentals as well as a number of applications developed in the framework of the EU FP7 CHRON project.

OCIS codes: (060.4250) Networks; (060.4510) Optical communications

1. Introduction

Optical networks are facing increased levels of heterogeneity, from types of services to transmission technologies. Hence, a key issue of highly heterogeneous networks is how to efficiently control and manage network resources while fulfilling user demands and complying with quality of service requirements. A solution for such a scenario may come from cognitive networks. A cognitive network is defined as “A network with a process that can perceive current network conditions, and then plan, decide, and act on those conditions. The network can learn from these adaptations and use them to make future decisions, all while taking into account end-to-end goals.” [1]. Hence, there are three main ingredients in such a network:

- Monitoring elements, which provide the network with the perception of the current conditions, and thus enable an aware network.
- Software adaptable elements, which provide the network with the capacity of modifying its current configuration, thus enabling an adaptive network.
- Cognitive processes, which learn or make use of past history, so that even when facing two equivalent scenarios, the network (or the element containing those cognitive processes) may act in a different way if its previous history is different. This third element is the main feature which enables a cognitive network. Therefore, a cognitive network is a network which is able to adapt itself to current or forecasted conditions by taking into account previous history, and which is able to act proactively, rather than reactively, in order to avoid problems before they arise. Moreover, those tasks should be performed autonomously, with little or no intervention of the network operator. Cognitive networks have already shown their advantages in wireless environments [2], but they are also applicable to wired communication architectures, and are especially appealing for optimizing performance in heterogeneous networks. Thus, in this paper we describe how cognition can be applied in the framework of optical networking.

2. Architectures for cognitive optical networks

The design of a cognitive optical network involves determining how the three aforementioned ingredients are implemented (and where), how they are glued together, as well as determining which tasks are going to be solved with the help of cognition. An initial answer to some of these issues is provided by a set of cognitive architectures or frameworks proposed in the literature, such as the work by Thomas et al. [1] and Kliazovich et al. [3], targeted to generic cognitive networks, or the proposals by Zervas and Simeonidou [4], Wei et al. [5], and the CHRON project approach (Cognitive Heterogeneous Reconfigurable Optical Network) [6,7], targeted at cognitive optical networks.

These architectures show that cognition can be implemented in different dimensions, in terms of devices and protocol layers. For instance, in a cognitive network implementation, software-defined transceivers may include monitoring functionalities together with internal intelligence to modify their configuration autonomously, i.e., being truly cognitive transceivers. However, another implementation may opt for shifting the intelligence in charge of configuring those transceivers to the upper layers of the nodes where the transceivers are located, thus being the network nodes the cognitive elements rather than the transceivers themselves. That example may find its way in a network with distributed cognition, where all network nodes are equipped with cognitive capabilities and collaborate in sharing acquired knowledge. Nevertheless, another possibility is a network with centralized cognition, where a single node (the control node) contains the intelligence and makes decisions which are then communicated to the remaining network nodes by means of control and management plane protocols with suitable extensions.
On the other hand, the level and type of cognition to be added to a network is dependent, not only in the adopted approach, as we have just described, but also on the capabilities of network monitors and software-adaptable elements employed: the higher the flexibility of the available software-adaptable elements, the higher the potential of cognition. However, although the utilization of software-defined networks, software-defined transceivers and flexible (or elastic) networks is usually associated with cognitive optical networks, it should be noted that these technologies are not strictly necessary for adopting a cognitive networking approach.

As an example, the CHRON project [6,7] has proposed a distributed and a centralized architecture for cognitive optical networks but has mainly focused on the latter one, shown in Fig. 1(a). The core element of the CHRON cognitive architecture is the cognitive decision system (CDS). The CDS receives traffic demands, and determines how to handle them by taking into account both the current status of the network and past history, and instructs the control plane to configure network elements accordingly. Therefore, the CDS is complemented with a network monitoring system, which provides traffic status and optical quality of transmission measurements, and with a set of GMPLS-based control and management mechanisms to implement the decisions that are made by the CDS and to disseminate the monitored information. The CDS is involved in very diverse tasks related to network control and optimization. Hence, rather than implementing the whole CDS as a monolithic module, it is divided into different modules, each offering a functionality (or a set of related functionalities), and all of them exploiting cognition, as shown in Fig. 1(a) [6].

3. Applications of cognition in optical networks

Cognition may find many diverse applications in optical networks. In this section, we review three applications of cognition proposed within the CHRON context.

One of the modules of the CDS is the quality of transmission (QoT) estimator. This module makes a prediction of signal quality of new lightpaths to be established in the network (as well as of the impact on existing connections) by using past history. Moreover, the module receives feedback from the network monitoring system, which may be used to update its knowledge base and thus adapt to changing conditions like component ageing. The cognitive operation of this module relies on the utilization of data mining techniques. For instance, Fig. 1(b) shows the percentage of successful classifications of lightpaths into high or low QoT categories when using different techniques such as a naive Bayes classifier, different types of decision trees, and a case-based reasoning (CBR) approach for the 34-node GEANT2 dispersion-compensated network, equipped with 64 wavelengths. As shown in the figure, and as demonstrated in [8], the CBR approach achieves more than 99% successful classifications of optical connections, and is much faster for on-line operation than an existing non-cognitive approach, thus demonstrating the advantages of cognition.

A second example of the potential of cognition in optical networks is related to the virtual topology design module. In [9] we have proposed a multiobjective genetic algorithm to design impairment-aware and survivable virtual topologies with the aim of reducing both the energy consumption and the network congestion. In a single
execution, the algorithm provides several solutions with different trade-offs in terms of the two optimization objectives just mentioned. That method has been further enhanced with two cognitive techniques based on the utilization of memory to remember solutions successfully used in the past, and a Tabu list to remember connections with low QoT. We have studied the performance of this method in the transparent Deutsche Telekom network, and assumed a traffic-varying environment where the virtual topology is reconfigured every hour. By means of simulation, we have demonstrated that the inclusion of cognition leads to finding more and better solutions, as shown in Fig. 2(a), and moreover, that the network learns as time passes, since results improve with time.

The third and last example is a step forward towards more autonomous networks, where cognition resides on transceivers rather than on a control node. Thus, in [10] we have proposed a cognitive digital receiver which, by means of clustering algorithms, is able to identify the incoming signal format (QPSK/8PSK/16QAM) without the need of receiving a prior control message, thus opening the door to the autonomous modification of the modulation format, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

3. Summary

There are many different alternatives for the implementation of cognition in optical networks. In this paper, besides discussing the fundamentals of cognition, we have briefly described the approach followed by the EU FP7 CHRON project, whose aim is to efficiently control heterogeneous optical networks (in terms of services and physical layer interfaces) by exploiting cognitive techniques, and have shown three cognitive applications developed in the project.
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